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Abstract—This paper describes the results of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) experiments implementing cooperative maneuvering for three different vehicles driving automatically. The cars used were cybercars from the Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et Automatique (INRIA), (France), which are fully automated road vehicles, and two mass-produced cars—one a Smart Fortwo car from TNO (Netherlands) equipped with additional actuators and sensors and the other a convertible Citroën C3 from IAI (Spain) that uses sensorial information to manage the actuators. The cars communicate by a wireless mesh network over Wi-Fi using the optimized link state routing (OLSR) ad-hoc protocol. The entire communication task is embedded in a small MIPS Linux Box (4G System Cube) that is transparent for the cars. A standard framework was defined with the parameters needed to perform adaptive cruise control (ACC) and intersection maneuvers among the cars, as well as emergency stops via a signal sent by the infrastructure. The experiments were carried out in La Rochelle (France) during the final demonstration of the European Union (EU) Cybercars-2 Project.
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I. INTRODUCTION

COOPERATION by communication among vehicles [vehicle to vehicle (V2V)] and between vehicles and infrastructure [vehicle to infrastructure (V2I)] is one of the most important research and development topics today. The European Commission includes projects relating to communications under a joint initiative called e-safety [1]. There are over 60 FP6 and FP7 research projects in this initiative, most of them dealing with communications.

Toulminet et al. made a comparative study [2] of the three projects dealing with cooperative systems that they consider particularly worthy of note [Cooperative Vehicle-Infrastructure Systems (CVIS), Cooperative systems for road safety “Smart Vehicles on Smart Roads” (SAFESPOT), and CO-Operative Systems for Intelligent Road Safety (COOPERS)]. The main goal of CVIS [3] is to develop technologies to permit vehicles to communicate with each other and with the infrastructure using the proposed communications, air interface, long and medium range (CALM) standard. CVIS would also be the testbed for CALM. SAFESPOT’s [4] aim is to improve the safety of roads by detecting critical situations in advance. In COOPERS [5], a set of vehicles is connected via wireless communication with the infrastructure to exchange information related to the road segment along which the vehicle is traveling, the goal being to increase road safety.

In a parallel line of work, the preventive and active safety applications contribute to the road safety goals on European roads project has as its main aim to develop safety systems at a competitive cost. Its approach is to integrate in-vehicle systems and combine them through communications into a network of integrated safety systems [6].

California’s Partners for Advanced Transit and Highways (PATH) is a multidisciplinary program established in 1986, in collaboration with the State Department of Transportation. One of the main contributions of the PATH program is in platooning experiments in which communication is used to improve highway throughput by demonstrating how a platoon of cars can act in unison [7]. Another U.S. contribution to intelligent transportation systems is organized by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Three competitions with unmanned vehicles have taken place so far. DARPA challenges are not research programs but contests in which the winner receives a prize. The most recent, named the DARPA Urban Challenge, was held in November 2007, in which 11 teams qualified for the final. During the final event, 30 manned vehicles and over 50 vehicles in total were simultaneously navigating the city streets. Boss [8], of the Tartan Racing team, won this edition by covering the circuit in a little over 4 h. Six robots ended the race, which was an outstanding development given that none finished the first DARPA Grand Challenge in 2004.

In Japan, the advanced safety vehicle (ASV) program [9]–[11] started in 1991. Its fourth phase, i.e., Nissan ASV-4, was presented in October 2007. It is an attempt to reduce the number of traffic accidents by using V2V communications that warn the driver of the presence of other vehicles in bad weather conditions or areas of poor visibility.

The main objective of the Cybercars-2 project [12] is to enhance and enrich the cybernetic transport system concept already dealt with in FP5 project Cybercars [13] and CyberMove [14] by means of V2V and V2I communications used for...
vehicles to perform cooperative maneuvering at close range and cooperative traffic management from remote control centers. The final demonstration took place in La Rochelle, France, in September 2008, with cars from different manufacturers and different groups cooperating. This paper presents the integration of the architectures of the different participating vehicles and describes the development of the communications network and the cooperative maneuvering control algorithm. The trials were conducted in an ad-hoc figure-eight closed circuit in a public square.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II details the different architectures of the participating vehicles. The communications architecture is explained in Section III. Section IV presents the data structure of the messages exchanged by the vehicles and the infrastructure. Section V describes the control algorithms used, and Section VI describes the experiments that were performed. Finally, Section VII gives some concluding remarks.

II. PARTICIPATING VEHICLE ARCHITECTURES

In this section, we present the three different architectures used by the participants. Since the critical layer is that of communications, all the architectures were prepared to support the 4G System Cube.

A. IAI Dual-Mode Vehicle: C3 Pluriel Clavileño

The architecture model for autonomous vehicle control developed by IAI-Centro de Automática y Robótica (CSIC) is capable of dealing with different vehicle models, actuators, and control methods.

Functionally, this is a dual architecture. On one hand, it defines the internal control structure for each vehicle to provide it with individual autonomous driving capabilities. On the other hand, it must support cooperation among a set of vehicles that have been individually equipped with such autonomous driving capabilities. It needs to be open and distributed, allowing scalability without substantial changes to its configuration, even with the inclusion of different elements in each car and irrespective of the vehicle model [15], [16].

The general architectural scheme is shown in Fig. 1. A set of independent autonomous vehicles are linked with each other and with a central monitoring station, sharing all the information necessary to cooperate and perform human-like maneuvers. The main novelty of this architecture is its transparency, independently of the kind of car that is added to the automatic driving environment. Thus, while each vehicle has its own driving system, uses its own sensorial inputs, and acts on its own actuators, they are all equipped with a similar configuration.

Clavileño (see Fig. 3), i.e., the IAI-CSIC’s C3 convertible used in these experiments, is equipped with a dual-frequency real-time kinematics differential Global Positioning System (RTK-DGPS) receiver and an inertial measurement unit, which are used as the main sensorial inputs and provide the vehicle’s absolute coordinates with centimeter accuracy [17]. Speed and acceleration data are also taken from the vehicle via a controller-area network (CAN) bus, together with the steering angle, the current gear, and the pressure exerted on the pedals.

With respect to the sensors, an analog output attached to a servo-amplifier manages the motor using several classical and fuzzy controllers in a cascade architecture. The throttle is controlled with an analog signal that represents the pressure on the pedal, simulated with an analog card that receives the pressure value calculated by the pilot. Finally, the brake pedal is automated by means of an electrohydraulic braking system in parallel with the original braking circuit.

B. INRIA Cybercar Vehicle

A cybercar is a four-wheeled electric vehicle that has robotic abilities, i.e., it can drive fully autonomously (see Fig. 3). It has been designed to transport up to two persons at a maximum speed of 30 km/h [18].

The mechanics is borrowed from a small electrical golf car frame. Consequently, the architecture is modular, and the vehicle is easier to drive. The steering is performed by means of an electrical jack mechanically linked to all the wheels.

Each wheel motor block has its own power amplifier, driven by a microcontroller. This intelligent node consists of three linked layers. The lowest provides power to two motors. The middle layer permits sensor data acquisition and communication with the other nodes. The top layer, consisting of a Motorola MC68332 microcontroller well suited for motor control, drives the two others. Each wheel node controls the drive engine and a brake motor, with all their associated sensors (optical encoder, brake torque measurement, temperature, etc.). A fifth node is attached to the steering jack and the joystick. Communications between the nodes are established through a CAN serial bus (see Fig. 2).

This architecture can be split into two components: 1) the partial motion planner (PMP) block and its visualization module and 2) the Taxi application block, which is in charge of the vehicle’s low-level control and coordinates the different information flows.

The GPS information received in each vehicle is processed by a central application named Taxi and sent to the PMP as if it corresponded to an obstacle. The PMP calculates a new
trajectory on the basis of this new obstacle information. When the vehicles are close to each other, the results generated by the PMP make the cybercar slow down as being the only possible way to remain safe in this situation, letting the second car continue its trajectory.

With respect to the bandwidth available for V2V communication, around 500 kb/s can be guaranteed when the vehicles are linked through the infrastructure node (static mesh cube), whereas around 2 Mb/s have been achieved through a direct connection between the vehicles.

### C. TNO Dual-Mode Vehicle: AGS

To serve as a platform for automatic vehicle guidance (AVG) research [19], optionally combined with advanced driver assistance (ADA), TNO equipped a Smart Fortwo (see Fig. 3) with additional actuators and sensors. It is a standard Smart three-cylinder 600-cc production car with a weight of 795 kg (without additional equipment). This Smart has been used in several European Union (EU) projects, e.g., CarTALK2000 and WillWarn, being gradually improved and extended over the years.

To describe the main system architecture of the Automatic Guided Smart (AGS) (see Fig. 4), the hardware will be considered first, followed by a short explanation on the human–machine interfaces, the description of the system architecture itself together with the safety system, and, finally, a short overview of the functionality of the AGS.

To operate the AGS as an automatic guided vehicle, several actuators were added or changed, and a number of additional sensors were installed. To carry out lateral control, an electric motor is mounted parallel to the steering shaft, allowing for automatic control of the steering wheel angle. Longitudinal control is managed by two actuators. First, an electronically controlled throttle has been implemented to allow automatic throttle actuation. Second, an entirely new braking system is installed (the DaimlerChrysler EHB system) for automatic control of the brake pressure. A second braking system (LeGrand) is installed as a backup system for reasons of safety. This latter system mechanically applies pressure to the brake pedal. Finally, the electronic gear shifting system has been modified to allow for gear shifts controlled by an external computer.

A Trimble RTK-DGPS is installed, which allows AVG due to its high precision. The AGS’s position estimation and control algorithms are executed by the control computer of the intelligent transportation system. This is a low-cost modular rapid prototyping computer platform.

The aforementioned components interact with each other through a CAN bus system, as shown in Fig. 4. Emphasis is put on safety, which is why a separate “Safety box” is present that continuously checks the vehicle’s operation and performs autonomous emergency actions if necessary via a direct link with the actuators.

All the sensors are connected via the CAN bus (actually, there are three CAN buses for reasons of system reliability). Some sensors, however, have no CAN interface, and therefore, vehicle interface components (CAN 2 X, X 2 CAN) are used to establish the CAN connection. Ideally, all actuators should also be CAN based, but for practical reasons, this is not fully implemented.

Using the components previously described, the AGS is capable of autonomously driving a route predefined in terms of position (and inherently velocity) as a function of time. One way of setting a desired trajectory and velocity profile is to manually drive the trajectory while recording the positions and the velocity profile. Then, using a playback function, the vehicle can repeat the trajectory.

### III. Communication Architecture

An approach to an architecture model that enables cooperative communication between cybercars and dual-mode cars is
presented in this section. This model provides interoperability and also permits cooperative maneuvers to safely be performed between these vehicles. The main consideration is of V2V communication, but some specific V2I communications between the vehicles and the complementary infrastructure elements are also taken into account.

The proposed Cybercars-2 cooperative architecture is based on the SAFESPOT scheme, which is characterized by a 3-D approach as follows:

1) Functional architecture: This comprises the functional modules and data structures interconnected by standard interfaces.

2) Physical architectures: These are related to the way in which the functionality can be implemented as applications to meet user needs. It involves translation from the functional modules into subsystems with the corresponding HW/SW components, operating systems, and implementation languages involved.

3) Communications architecture: This defines the links between the physical architecture components and the communication protocols.

To establish communication between the vehicles, a dynamic self-organized wireless mesh network has been set up as a vehicular ad-hoc network. All the vehicles involved have been equipped with specialized embedded hardware. Both V2V and V2I communications are based on Wi-Fi technologies.

The communications capability is integrated into the vehicles by means of a 4G access cube, i.e., a small reprogrammable Linux MIPS Box from 4G Systems. Each box has two wireless local area network cards (currently 802.11b), one of which is used for the mesh network, whereas the other acts as a base station. The base station function is to monitor traffic performance from an infrastructure control and visualization unit without disturbing the mesh network and to achieve successful connections with common devices, such as personal digital assistants, Smart Phones, or any kind of wireless sensor.

Dynamic routing over the V2V physical link is achieved by using the optimized link state routing (OLSR) protocol contributed by INRIA [20]. The proactive behavior of the OLSR is appropriate for vehicle communications. Indeed, vehicle ad-hoc networks can quickly be created, and the impact of car association or disassociation to and from the network is minimized. Moreover, the OLSR is designed for multihop ad-hoc networks with a strong and efficient mechanism for data flow delivery to the entire network. Since handling large networks may be inappropriate for V2V communications, a series of modifications to OLSR has been implemented to limit the relaying of topology information and rapidly build small ad-hoc networks that are well suited to the dynamic context of vehicle communications at a crossing. Control information sent by a node (vehicle) is relayed within a restricted area to get the necessary routing and topology information of the nearby network. This information is sufficient to enable data relaying and broadcasting to an area that is larger than the nearby known topology.

The advantage of using mesh networks (that are based on Wi-Fi) over other wireless communication system is its capability to automatically rewrite the routing table of each node to guarantee connectivity between all the nodes to provide meshing.

The vehicles were linked via a mesh network over Wi-Fi using the OLSR ad-hoc routing protocol. The whole communication task was embedded in the 4G System Cube. During testing, GPS information from each car was periodically delivered to the mesh network. A static wireless mesh cube was added as an infrastructure relay node to enable communication between vehicles by relaying the forwarded messages when out of each other’s range in terms of radio coverage (see Fig. 5).

The OLSR uses user datagram protocol (UDP) packages to test the link for discovering nodes, and it uses transmission control protocol (TCP) packages for user communications (service discovery, data exchange, etc.). The UDP messages manage route loss and route discovering. The OLSR is completely transparent for the user, and the user only deals with the TCP stack. In operation, an Ethernet cable is used to connect each vehicle with its cube. The main advantage in the use of the OLSR is that it immediately knows the status of the link. Moreover, it is possible to extend quality of service information to this protocol so that the hosts know in advance the quality of the route.

IV. COMMUNICATION DATA STRUCTURES

Information must be shared in order for vehicles to cooperate. Data have to continuously be exchanged to permit the cars to know what is in their environment. A data package was established that will be the same for both V2V and infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) communications. The structure of the package is presented in Table I.

The messages are sent either by the vehicles or by the infrastructure and are broadcast over the network. When the message originates from a vehicle, the Car Identifier is the name of the originator. When the message originates from the infrastructure, this field contains the name of the intended recipient. In the latter case, the Northing and Easting coordinates (in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates) are set to zero to permit messages originating from the infrastructure to be distinguished from those originating from cars.
The infrastructure receives all the messages and analyzes them. Its main task is to monitor the route of each car and detect that its behavior is correct. If a V2V fault occurs or a possible mishap is detected, then the emergency flag is activated. In this case, the car or cars in danger are stopped. The cars will continue their route once the fault situation has been corrected.

In V2V communications, the Timestamp is the key to ensuring correct functioning of the system. The messages are sent at a 2-Hz rate. While this is a low frequency, the physical limitation of the circuit limited speeds to very low values, and tests showed that 500-ms sample time was sufficient. If the cars detect a correct Timestamp, then the control actions and tests showed that 500-ms sample time was sufficient. If the cars detect a correct Timestamp, then the control actions are permitted in accordance with the other data received. The maneuvers to perform are the following:

1) Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC): The equipped vehicle uses the GPS coordinates of the preceding car to maintain a preset safety headway. The control system automatically manages the car’s throttle and brake. The minimum data update rate is 5 Hz, which is also the rate for the internal car control loop. The data needed to perform this maneuver are Northing, Easting, and Speed. The validity range for this data exchange is about 6 m since this is the maximum distance at which ACC is useful in the context of the circuit of La Place de Verdun (La Rochelle).

2) Stop & Go: This maneuver is considered under Cybercars-2 to be an extension of ACC, where a distance domain is used instead of the time domain to maintain a safety gap with the preceding vehicle, and whose extreme action is stopping, in a traffic jam, for example. All the constraints are the same as those in ACC.

3) Intersection: In this case, the data needed to perform the maneuver are Northing, Easting, Speed, and Heading. A hot area of ±6 m is defined around the intersection. When a vehicle is occupying this hot area and another vehicle is at a distance of less than 6 m from the intersection approaching with lower priority, it will stop 1 m before the intersection, i.e., 2.5 m from the center of the intersection.

4) Emergency Stop: This infrastructure action forces any car to stop when it is considered necessary. The action will occur when a message is received with the emergency flag raised. The stopped car or cars will resume their route when a message is received with the emergency flag lowered.

Table II presents the requirements needed in each case.

V. CONTROL ALGORITHMS

While each research group had been testing various complex algorithms for the intersections, to use a common procedure, those algorithms were simplified. For a one-way crossroad, the traffic code is as follows: The vehicle approaching the crossroad from the right has right of way. The vehicle approaching from the left is therefore stopped. Hence, two areas were defined. The first is the union of the crossroad area and the entrance to the crossroad from the right. If there is a car in this section of the loop, then an occupation signal will light up in the other cars of the loop. The second area is the entrance to the crossroad from the left. If there is a car in this area, then it will check whether the crossroad is occupied and, if so, will stop 1 m before the intersection.

This simple algorithm, in conjunction with ACC + Stop & Go procedures, guarantees safe circulation around the loop. In the case that the ACC + Stop & Go controller and crossroad controller are simultaneously activated, the latter has preference. The vehicle is stopped to guarantee safety. The particular form in which each car includes these directives in its own vehicle software does not reduce the system’s reliability.

A. IAI Control Algorithm

Clavileño has been tested in different driving circuits, showing its ability to adapt itself to any environment [21], [22]. However, the experiments that were carried out in the present project required the use of different sets of controllers to confront different choices, in particular, ACC + Stop & Go, intersection maneuvers, and emergency stops.

Two control algorithms were developed. One was used to perform ACC + Stop & Go and is based on fuzzy logic. The other is an event control algorithm, since traversing a crossroad is a high-risk maneuver. Conditions for safety were defined such that, when they are satisfied, the car is stopped before entering the crossroad. Finally, the emergency stop was implemented as a constant high pressure on the brake pedal that permitted the car to be halted quickly.

In the case that the ACC rules are activated, the IAI-CSIC group uses fuzzy logic because it is a well-tested method for dealing with this kind of system, provides good results, and can incorporate human procedural knowledge into control algorithms. In addition, fuzzy logic lets us partially mimic human driving behavior. Min–Max have been selected to implement T-norm and T-conorm because of their computing ease. The
inference engine used is Mamdani type based on three input variables: 1) the relative speed determined as the speed difference between the pursued and the pursuer; 2) the pursued speed (both in kilometers per hour); and 3) the distance between the two cars obtained from the UTM coordinates (in meters)—Northing and Easting. Once having defined the inputs of the fuzzy controller, one must establish the linguistic values that each can take [23]. To this end, three membership functions—based on human drivers’ experiences—were defined, as shown in Fig. 6. The output variables of this controller are the actuation on the throttle and the brake pedals that are defined as Sugeno’s singletons [24], [25]. Thus, the singletons used for these two variables were restricted to $t_{00}$, $t_{01}$, and $t_{02}$ for the throttle, and $b_{00}$, $b_{01}$, and $b_{02}$ for the brake, representing normalized pressures on the pedal of 0 (no pressure), 0.1 (10% of pressure on the pedal), and 0.2 (20% of pressure on the pedal), respectively. The performance criteria are evaluated on the basis of the maximum error committed in a loop. The rule base is presented in Table III.

Finally, following the common algorithm for intersection directives, if the car is approaching the intersection in the left-hand side entrance, and there is another car approaching the intersection to the right, then the car is stopped 1 m before the intersection.

### B. INRIA Control Algorithm

The control algorithm developed by the INRIA group for the guidance is explained in this section. It is based on PMP and applied for ACC + Stop & Go and crossroad safety control using communication (see Fig. 7). Once a coarse plan has been established, a specific motion has to be defined for the vehicle. This motion needs to define the state of the vehicle for the future time instants (Fig. 7, step 1). The sequence of desired states in time is called a trajectory. The vehicle has to consider its own limitations, the future movement of the other vehicles, and the obstacles detected by sensors or communication to guarantee the safe motion of the vehicle when computing the trajectory (Fig. 7, step 2). Partial planning takes place when the vehicle has limited visibility, and its plans can only reach a limited horizon. Since a wall (traffic jam, road blockage) can exist on the frontier of the unobserved area, all trajectories are required to stop before reaching the end of the visibility region. When the observed region is updated, the trajectory is also updated. Because of the partial nature of the provided trajectory, we call this approach partial motion planning [26]. Regarding safety, to ensure that the trajectory is feasible, the trajectory-generation strategy is based on a search in the commands space. Given an initial vehicle state (position, speed, steering), the control algorithm searches the set of commands that will allow it to best reach the goal. The model used to integrate the effect of a sequence of commands takes into account the saturation of the vehicle in steering and acceleration [26].

In addition, for any given state of the partial trajectory, it is verified that the vehicle is capable of stopping without colliding. By doing so, we ensure that at any time the solution available will not actively cause the vehicle to collide. To provide this guarantee, it is necessary to use a conservative prediction of the vehicle’s surroundings and have a good perception of the world. Here, it was done using only communication data as perception sensors.

### C. TNO Control Algorithm

TNO’s control software is developed in Matlab/Simulink. The Simulink block charts are converted into executable code and run in real time. Two blocks are in charge of the intersection.

The intersection decision block (see Fig. 8) determines whether the car is in the left intersection entrance area, whether there is another car in the intersection area, and the distance to the intersection.

The intersection decision flow chart block (see Fig. 9) was simplified, reducing it to two straightforward operations that can trigger a stop signal and determine the distance to the desired stop point. With this distance known, the speed can smoothly be varied to bring the car to a halt at the stop point 1 m before the intersection.

---

**Fig. 6.** IAI-CSIC’s ACC fuzzy controller membership functions.

**Table III**

**FUZZY CONTROLLER OUTPUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative/Pursued Speed</th>
<th>Distance Equal to Near</th>
<th>Distance Equal to Ok</th>
<th>Distance Equal to Far</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative/Pursued Speed</td>
<td>Distance Equal to Near</td>
<td>Distance Equal to Ok</td>
<td>Distance Equal to Far</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Brake $b_{02}$</td>
<td>Brake $b_{01}$</td>
<td>Throttle $t_{00}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>Brake $b_{01}$</td>
<td>Brake $b_{01}$</td>
<td>Throttle $t_{00}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Brake $b_{01}$</td>
<td>Brake $b_{01}$</td>
<td>Throttle $t_{00}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 7.** INRIA PMP control step scheme.

---
As mentioned in Section II, the Smart is position controlled, much like a wheeled mobile robot. To this end, a so-called “virtual control point” V is defined ahead of the vehicle. The control objective is to let V follow a predefined position trajectory that is stored \textit{a priori} in a table consisting of desired positions and velocities as a function of time. This was implemented using input–output linearization by time-invariant state feedback, which renders the system (partially) linear [19], after which simple PD controllers can be applied to achieve the desired position in the 2-D plane.

This approach, however, does not permit the type of vehicle following needed for ACC + Stop & Go since the desired trajectory has been defined beforehand. This is resolved by real-time scaling of the reference trajectory: Given the measured distance to the preceding vehicle and the desired user-defined time headway, a reference speed is calculated as the quotient of the two variables. This reference velocity is compared with the predefined reference velocity, leading to a scale factor. Finally, the time basis for the reference positions in the table is then scaled with the same factor.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

For the test site, an open area was lent to the project by the La Rochelle (France) Town Council at La Place de Verdun. The circuit is a figure eight (see Fig. 10). The Place de Verdun's characteristics (such as the carousel, parking access, and trees) clearly determine the proportions of the track, with the upper loop having a 12-m external radius and the lower loop a 9-m external radius.

The experiments were initiated with the cars stationary at different points on the circuit. A signal from the infrastructure (by simply dropping the emergency flag) started the cars moving. The experiments were carried out once all the cars were in motion.

Five experiments are shown. The first and the second show the behavior of the IAI-CSIC and TNO ACC + Stop & Go systems. The third and the fourth present the behavior in an intersection situation with the IAI-CSIC and INRIA systems. The fifth presents an emergency-stop experiment. Experiments involving three cars were not properly recorded, and the data cannot be shown in this paper.

Fig. 11 shows the record of an ACC and Stop & Go experiment done at La Rochelle on the circuit of Fig. 9. The test consisted of Clavileño following the INRIA Cybercar. The top plot shows the relative speed between the two cars. At a given moment, the leading vehicle stops, forcing the trailing car to...
stop. The middle plot shows the distance between the cars. The periods during which this distance is perfectly constant are when they are stopped. Finally, the bottom plot shows the normalized output of the fuzzy controllers. The gray line shows the accelerator output, and the black line shows the brake output. Although, for ACC systems, one typically uses the time gap—defined as the distance between vehicles divided by the speed of the trailing car—at low speeds, this is not a reliable variable since small changes in the trailing car’s speed cause large changes in the value of the time gap. This experiment showed that the variables defined—relative speed, pursued speed, and distance between vehicles—were capable of leading to acceptable performance.

Fig. 12 shows another ACC + Stop & Go experiment. In this case, the IAI-CSIC car was the leading vehicle, followed by the TNO Smart. The data record starts when TNO Smart began its movement. It speeds up to reduce the separation between the two vehicles, keeping the distance to around 4 m. The fluctuation in the speed of the gasoline TNO vehicle is due to the low speed. At second 38, the IAI-CSIC car stops, and 2 s later, the TNO car does the same to maintain a safe distance between the two cars. After 2 or 3 s, the IAI car resumes its trajectory, and the TNO car restarts to follow the leading vehicle.

Fig. 13 shows the record of an intersection experiment. The vehicles travel along the same circuit (see Fig. 9) at a very low speed under ACC (the black line shows the speed of the trailing car). The INRIA Cybercar is the leading vehicle, and the IAI-CSIC is the trailing vehicle. At the start of the plot, the trailing car has just passed the crossing point. It goes around the circumference and approaches the crossing point again. The cars’ controllers are constantly monitoring the distance to the nearest crossing point, as reflected in the sinusoidal dashed lines: the darker gray line showing the IAI-CSIC vehicle’s distance to the crossroad and the lighter gray line the distance of the vehicle, which has the right-of-way—the TNO Smart. At a certain moment timed to permit the INRIA Cybercar to pass through the intersection, the TNO vehicle heads toward the intersection point. The continuous gray line shows its speed. As can be seen, it reduces its speed so that it can occupy the hot area, allowing time for the trailing car to stop. The flat dotted gray line at the bottom of the figure represents the detection of a vehicle in the hot area of the intersection point. When this danger signal is activated, the car stops at the preset distance from the intersection and restarts after the danger has disappeared. The binary value “danger in crossing” is computed from the data received via the communications line.

Fig. 14 shows another intersection experiment. This time, an INRIA Cybercar and the TNO car were in the loop. They began their movement so that, at around second 4, they were at the same distance from the intersection, with the TNO car being manually driven with the immediate objective of reaching the intersection at the same time as the cybercar. The INRIA Cybercar was driven in autonomous mode. Arriving at the intersection at the same time as the TNO car, it stopped to allow the latter to pass, obeying the precedence rules (the TNO car having right of way). Once the TNO car left the intersection, the cybercar resumed its course.

In the figure, the dark gray dashed line represents the distance to the intersection measured by the INRIA Cybercar. The light
gray dashed line represents the distance to the intersection of the TNO car. The dotted line represents the (binary) obstacle detection signal, its value being unity when the intersection is detected as being occupied by a vehicle reaching it with priority, so that other vehicles have to stop just in front of the intersection. The obstacle detection signal is reset to zero once the priority vehicle has left the intersection. When this signal was set to unity, the INRIA Cybercar had to stop upon reaching the entrance to the intersection. It resumes its course once the signal had returned to zero. The black and gray solid lines represent the speeds of the two cars involved in the maneuver.

Fig. 15 shows three cars in the loop being stopped by the infrastructure. Using special messages, the infrastructure had the capacity of ordering all the cars to stop or to resume their course. In these experiments, the three cars started at different positions in the loop. Once the central station detected a risk situation, the emergency stop signal was activated, and the three cars were stopped. With this experiment, the objective was to test the system’s behavior with a sequence of emergency stop activations and deactivations. The experiment shown consisted of four examples of how the cars reacted when the infrastructure broadcast a stop signal.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We have presented the results of a cooperative study involving three European institutions working on automatic driving. As part of the Cybercar-2 project, the Informatique Mathématiques et Automatique pour la Route Automatisée group of INRIA (France), the TNO Automotive Division of TNO (The Netherlands), and IAI of the CSIC (Spain) cooperated in a project whose goal was to execute different cooperative maneuvers by means of shared communications. The results presented here were those of the final demonstration in La Rochelle (France).

A 4G Cube communications architecture was developed to manage V2V and V2I communications to permit cooperation among the vehicles involved. The results of the experiments showed that, given such a communications standard, three different vehicles with different architectures and different control systems can cooperate using the data they exchange and a common decision algorithm to perform complex cooperative maneuvers.

Five of the experiments were presented in this paper. The first and the second were of ACC with the Stop & Go extension based on V2V communication. They were carried out with two gasoline vehicles—TNO and IAI-CSIC. Not only were the vehicles able to drive at low speed in a closed environment, but they were also capable of following a leading vehicle with no problem. The third and the fourth involved the management of crossing an intersection and were also based on V2V communications. They showed that the INRIA Cybercar and the IAI-CSIC vehicle were able to halt in front of the intersection when another vehicle was approaching the crossroad with right of way. The fifth experiment tested the behavior of the V2I communication. Sequences of emergency stop signals were sent to the three vehicles, which demonstrated their ability to appropriately stop and resume their course.

Notwithstanding the small size of the demonstration circuit, all the architectures and communications demonstrated good behavior in all the tests performed, indicating that it should be feasible to straightforwardly increase the number of vehicles in the system, upgrading the communication architecture.

Although the results shown here are good, there is still a long way to go until they can be applied to commercial vehicles. To the best of our knowledge, the trend toward a safer transport system is to be based on communications—V2V and V2I—to prevent accidents or minimize their effects if they cannot be prevented. As future works, tests about incorporating or eliminating vehicles from the traffic flow as well as using circuits closer to the real-world traffic conditions will have to be conducted.
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